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Q&A: World of Fiery Webinar --- Profiling and 
Optimization 

Q. Our LXR Pro 3250 will not allow re-optimization with Fiery® XF. It tries to force us to start from the ink settings at 
the start of creating a profile. It also does not create 3ccs that help. 

A.  We will check with Development, but this should all be working in the soon to be released upgrade to Fiery XF,  
version 6.4. 

Q. I was told to create a way to optimize to the printer... can you provide any documentation on how to do this? 

A. To optimize a printer to itself, copy and paste the media ICC profile into the Reference Profiles folder.  Then, create a 
workflow called, for example, Optimization and select the media profile as the reference profile.  (Note, this must be a CMYK 
profile.)  Optimizing this workflow will optimize the printer to itself, helping to correct for printer drift.  Use the resulting .3cc file 
in any workflow using the same printer/media combination. 

Q. How difficult would it be to match a VUTEk® and Epson® P8000 output using a Fiery RIP? 

A.  It all depends upon the media.  If you load both media ICC profiles into the profile inspector module in Color Tools you can 
determine which has the smaller gamut.  You will have the best luck in trying to match the smaller gamut printer on the printer 
with the larger gamut.  You could then print a target through the workflow of the smaller gamut printer with color management 
on, build an ICC profile, and save it into the Reference Profiles folder and select it as the reference profile for the larger gamut 
printer. 

Q. Where can I get the FAQ from the last session? 

A. The FAQ is available on the session landing page along with other resources that we mentioned during the end of the 
session. You can find the session landing page here.  

Q. Where on the gamut surface does ink at gamut surface start?  

A.  Starting at the saturated primary and secondary colors, moving into the shadow regions. 

Q. Total Ink limit – with Fiery XF V6.3 where is it (is this ink at gamut surface and k Mac)? 

A.  We no longer control the total ink limit in for any printer that uses the new black generation settings.  It is controlled when 
creating the linearization file.  

Q. What is the best workflow when I use The Linearization in Color Tools and another program for the profile making 
like X-Rite i1Profiler? 

A.  You will need to select the "Media Name" corresponding to your .epl file on the media tab for your output device and print 
the target from the 3rd party package through a workflow connected to that output device with color management turned off. 
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Q. Is it better to choose the "EFI Linearization" workflow and the EPL and the reference file manually, or is it better 
to choose the workflow that I want to optimize? Or are there no differences? 

A.  Always select a properly configured workflow that you will use for production work for optimization.  This will be far less 
prone to error than manually selecting files. 

Q. Is it better to make a new calibration set from scratch in Color Tools with a new EPL and ICC-profile, or is it better 
to relinearize or optimize the standard profile set which was downloaded with the profile updater? 

A.  It all depends upon how different your device/ink/media combination is from the combination used to create the calibration 
set in question.  If you start to optimize and find that Delta-E values are very high, I recommend that you cancel optimization 
and, at a minimum, build a new ICC Media profile. 

Q. What is the best black control setting for proofing on an Epson 7890? 

A.  I would recommend starting with the default values, and move Black Generation and Black Width settings to high values, 
even up to 100%, and, since this printer utilizes light and light-light black ink, move black start close to 0% and test your 
results. 

Q. When creating an EPL and ICC profile using a standard Epson, Canon, HP inkjet printer, what is the 
recommended use of dry time during the creation process, then in the Workflow once configured for production? 

A. Manufacturers that I spoke to recommend 1-2 minutes so I always use 3 to be on the safe side.  To test, you could 
measure a color bar and then re-measure at 1-minute intervals and compare them to see when no change is detected. 

Q. We had a color tech use 234 patches and 9 months later we had a different tech use 1617 patches and they were 
almost exact color output? 

A.  I do not find that surprising, but it is dependent upon the ink/printer/media combination as well as the subject matter being 
printed. 

Q. If my output device appears to be working properly but I receive multiple bad measurements (red error readings), 
what steps should I take to fix problem? 

A.  I would check with the manufacturer and see if they have any diagnostic software available and, if they do, run it on the 
device to see if it can detect any issues.  Also, check the targets to ensure that there are good, crisp, clean lines between 
adjacent patches.  If there are not, the device (I'm assuming a handheld device here) cannot differentiate between patches. 

Q. When you talk about modelling, are you talking about the actual color model, or something that is wrong with the 
colors themselves? 

A.  We were not referring to modelling but, rather, to mottling.  This can appear as color variation within a single patch. 
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Q. Can you recap the part about the perceptual/black point? 

A.  Using the new black generation options, you can raise the L* values 2, 4, or 6 L* levels which will give a similar effect as 
using black point compensation which is not available for selection when using the perceptual rendering intent in the Fiery XF 
interface.  

Q. How can I get my Epson SpectroProofer to scan the color chart as it prints? 

A.  It must be scanned after you print.  First, make sure that the proper Epson is selected in the Linearization Output device.  
Then, in the Color Tools program, the ILS20 or the ILS30 should be available for selection in the Measurement Device drop-
down menu. 

Q. What is a .epl file? 

A.  An EFI Paper Linearization file, often called a calibration file.  For more details please view the recent Linearization World 
of Fiery session video and resources. 

Q. Web offset printers use lots of GCR/Dynamic Black. Proofing profiles however do not show GCR so the proofs do 
not always match what is coming off the press. Can black generation be used to simulate GCR on the press when 
creating proofs? 

A.  GCR, Black Generation, on a proofing system is normally set for ink consumption requirements and you should not 
arbitrarily set it to a value used on a press.  The same holds true for total ink limit; never match them.  They should be set 
independently for the specific output device.  

Q. I need to get the Epson SpectroProofer to scan the optimization chart before it cuts it off? 

A. On the first screen after launching the Optimization option, you need to select the SpectroProofer as the option for the 
measurement device.  Make sure that you select the correct device, either the SpectroProofer or the SpectroProofer (ILS30).  
If this does not work, you will need to contact support. 
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